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Remember Ghirahim arm-speech in the Fire Sanctuary? See how Fi and Ghirahim are standing opposed to
each other? When you land a hit on Ghirahim in any of his fights, you get a metal-hitting-metal sound effect.
Another thing about Ghirahim: What could be more appropriate for a sword-to-sword duel? However,
remember all those little annoying white things that plague the dungeon? Yeah, they must have a mommy. Not
only a mommy, but a daddy, too, which explains the other moldarach you find in the shipyard. During the the
first battle to reseal the Imprisoned, you are told by the old woman who watches over the Sealed Temple if the
Imprisoned escapes, it would mean the Endofthe World As We Know It. In the alternate world of Termina ,
the Gerudo are pirates! The desert used to be a vast ocean? But where did all of that water go? Permanent
worldwide cloud coverage. The clouds appear to be wholly magical in origin. The surface has a mostly clear
sky, after all. One thing that I found to be absolutely brilliant is when Link Powers up the Goddess Sword into
the Master Sword, the game states that now only Link can use the sword. This makes it Fridge Brilliance for
all the Zelda games. One of the main questions plaguing the Zelda series concerns the dungeons and temples.
Why are they there? Why are they so convoluted and hard? Some actually serve or used to serve a practical
purpose, but others are just This game explains several dungeons and various other trials by saying the
Goddess left them for the Chosen Hero. Little more than a Hand Wave She even shed her immortal form and
allowed herself to be born as a human in his time, to befriend him and give him the motivation to undertake
the trials. The entire Zelda series is arguably a massive, ongoing Plan by the Goddess Hylia to ensure that
there is always a Hero strong enough to use the Triforce against evil. In other words, the temples are a
collective architectural Stealth Mentor , designed to train Link to be strong enough to beat the Big Bad of
whatever game they appear in. In other games, it seems odd that any weapon could harm someone wielding
the Triforce of Power. Its name really does fit. More than that, once you go back to the past and see Zelda
before she goes into her long slumber, she uses the power of the goddess Hylia to further empower the Master
Sword. Thus the True Master Sword has all three values, plus the blessing of a fourth goddess. This game was
known to detail the origins of the Master Sword long before the game was released. But why was it named the
Master Sword? This version of Link was the one who unlocked the hidden potential within the Goddess
Sword, thus creating the Master Sword in the first place. Fi is the living spirit of the Goddess Sword. What
does she call Link, the one who wields the sword? She calls Link her "master". The name "Master Sword" is a
reference to the original owner of the blade. As shown by the ending, Fi treasured her time with Link despite it
just being her purpose. It is brilliant and also heartwarming to see that the spirit within the sword named it
after her very first companion. Skyward Sword has a few puzzles that revolve around electricity, of all things.
It looks like Schizo-Tech , but what if it were the other way around, as Lost Technology? Relating to Skyward
Sword: Word of God confirms its location at the beginning of the story, before the timeline split. Also,
Ocarina of Time sat at a similar balance, though less so due to the primitive N64 graphics. One timeline
became Lighter and Softer , the other Darker and Edgier! Just as, at any crossroads out here in the boring
world , different choices could lead to different circumstances. And hey, maybe the Goddesses made the
timeline where Ganon destroyed everything Lighter and Softer in order to ease the probable pains of the
survivors? The reason Link starts with six hearts instead of three like in all the other games? In the first
Legend of Zelda game, an ancient legend state that the first princess to bear the name "Zelda" put herself into
a long slumber. What does Zelda do in Skyward Sword? Many parts in the game appear to be useless like a
part in the Sealed Grounds that has a fence over it that serves no purpose. It is later revealed however, that
these parts are meant to be used when you upgrade your equipment or for the story to progress. Like in the
Sealed Grounds, that annoying fence was removed by Groose to build his rails for the Groosenator. Beedle
complaining that Link is heavy. Adding all up can make someone weigh a lot too. They include Gorons and
Mogmas, who are experts at travelling over mountains and digging tunnels, respectively. A pretty silly one: Fi
is your sword. The game uses Wii Motion Plus to have 1: But this makes perfect sense when you consider that
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she is, essentially, a goddess supplied helper-bot created for the sole purpose of aiding the hero and has had to
the best of our knowledge next to no human contact prior to Link. To this troper, that makes her heartfelt
farewell even more of a Crowning Moment of Heartwarming. A minor thing that came to mind, about the
shields. The answer to this is simple, all the other shields break. It is only logical that, after so long, the other
shields wore down over time, leaving only the Hylian Shield as a reminder of that ancient era. In The Legend
of Zelda Ocarina of Time , the Hylian shield looks different than this one, adding an upside down triangular
yellow piece at the bottom. Why does the lava in that one section of the Fire Sanctuary instantly kill you?
Indeed, all of the Gate of Time-exclusive pieces of time travel seem to point at a Stable Time Loop , so the
future would be predetermined. How was it that Ghirahim was so easily able to tail Zelda and intercept her at
both Gates of Time? He could dowse for her aura, much like Fi could. He flat out states her presence is gone
after the first battle with him. In other words, Groose brought you down. Say it out loud. Why is it when you
heal Lanayru and hit the Timeshift Stone back to the present, he completely vanishes without a trace? Because
he is staying in the past as a way to thank the Ancient Robots for all of their effort in saving him! How does
that work? Zelda is sealed in the past and freed in the present, and the Amber Relics are collected all
throughout. All the structures and enemies in the past version of Lanayru Desert have this red-and-blue
abstract pattern on certain segments. A similar red-and-blue motif can be found in Gerudo-related designs,
though the Past-Lanayru patterns are typically gaudier than the more faded, deserty Gerudo patterns. This
signifies how the Gerudo probably came across relics of the past such as the robots or buildings and decided to
incorporate elements of those designs into their own. Cross-reference an Armos with Ganondorf. That symbol
on the base of the Goddess Statue the one that turns into the entry to the inside of the statue and the Goddess
Crests look like Fi. Faron Province is associated with Farore, the Goddess of Courage. The introduction of
Loftwings: Now we know where it comes from. The native residents of each province lack these virtues: The
citizens of Skyloft have relatively small ears compared to the future residents of Hyrule in games such as
Ocarina of Time when Hylians are the most prominent race , and also lack any special magical abilities. Their
origins are not touched upon, other than that their descendants inhabited the surface AKA Hyrule. The
Hylians, however, are said to be descended from the gods, have magic infused blood and can hear messages
from the gods. Who also obviously has magic in her blood and could hear the surface arguably the gods
calling her? Zelda, the mortal incarnation of Hylia. The way all other Skyloftians were designed compared to
Zelda is pretty genius, if one thinks about it. Edit The subterranean area of Ancient Cistern was a mild case of
Fridge Horror - after all, there have been plenty of creepy dungeons throughout the years. Link just went into a
zombie-infested, blood-watered Hell. The main mooks in the hell section are zombie bokoblins. Who probably
killed them in the first place? Also, just why does Koloktos giggle like a child when you kill it? Considering
that it runs on souls, it could easily have been powered with the souls of children! Incidentally, when you
finally get the Boss Key out from under the statue, you get a Nonstandard Game Over should it lower on you.
However, the chest is actually in a pit.
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Twilight Princess for GameCube and Wii. His main preoccupation during these early stages was whether the
developers could continue creating The Legend of Zelda games using the same development mindset that had
been used up to Twilight Princess. He began work on Skyward Sword after finishing Phantom Hourglass, and
continued working on the game alongside his work on The Legend of Zelda: They also sought to create a
memorable experience equivalent to The Legend of Zelda: Due to its in-development state, Miyamoto could
not show off gameplay as he had wished. Instead, he showed promotional art featuring Link and Fi. He also
noted that his wish to focus on the new game meant that the release date of Spirit Tracks was shifted to the end
of rather than its initial projected release in early They used the extra year to both finish the core elements and
polish up the game as a whole. An anniversary CD was included with both editions containing orchestrated
versions of various iconic musical pieces from the series. Once revealed, Nintendo issued instructions on
avoiding it and set up a special channel on their Wii site in Japan to gain feedback, along with offering to
manually repair corrupted save files. These issues were further complicated by the third year of development
with the necessity of finalizing the gameplay and environments. Feigning illness, Fujibayashi shut himself
away in a hotel room and wrote the synopsis in a single day. A scene Fujibayashi was intent on including was
where Zelda jumped from the edge of Skyloft and Link caught her: The total number of cinematics was
estimated as 79, coming to over minutes. According to Aonuma, a recurring difficulty was how contrived the
necessity for Link to rescue Zelda became with each passing installment, as their contact may only have been
fleeting beforehand. In response to this, the team considered how to make the player care about Zelda and
want to rescue her. Having the two characters as childhood friends served this purpose and cut down on
extraneous plot elements. They continued to encourage the player by having Link only just miss her on her
early travels across the Surface. She also served as an alternate explanatory voice as Link was a silent
protagonist. The basic starting point for the art style was that it was a fantasy world. The Wind Waker and
Twilight Princess, where the cartoon shading was transferred onto an older version of Link. The pieces of
gameplay experimentation meant that the development was "a more fundamental ground-up process" than
earlier games such as The Wind Waker. Their earlier games had involved lifting elements from earlier games
and pasting them into a new entry, but for Skyward Sword the developers wanted to add a new play structure
to avoid fans seeing it as more of the same. When first proposed, Aonuma was highly enthusiastic, and his
wish to change to Wii MotionPlus meant that work on the game needed to begin all over again. After the
release of Wii Sports Resort , the team saw how motion controls could be used for swordplay: The Skyward
Strike was initially born from Aonuma thinking up a possible mechanic of holding the sword above Link:
Having sword fighting relying on Wii MotionPlus freed up other buttons on the controller, allowing the
addition of the Dash sprinting option. So as not to interrupt the flow of gameplay, they incorporated other
elements into the Dash function, such as scaling walls rather than just slamming into them. Due to the
introduction of Dowsing, the team did not have to create environmental landmarks for places and objects of
importance as they had done in previous games. So players would not get lost in the terrain, they also
introduced the marker beacons. They were also designed based on their original location: The biggest
difficulty was ensuring that players could reach areas quickly while still discovering new features and puzzles.
The sky was initially going to be presented similar to the course selection screen from the Super Mario series,
but this was changed to an overworld with its own quests and population so Link had a place where he could
prepare for his adventures. An initial idea, when jumping down from the sky seemed unlikely to be approved,
was to have a huge tower acting as a central hub, with the height at which Link jumped lengthening the
duration of his free fall. Once the concept of traveling from the sky had been chosen instead, the Loftwing
mounts were created so it looked and felt more rational to players. These overlapping gameplay mechanics
triggered the creation of Skyloft, along with elements of the early game such as the Knight Academy. The
portable Time Shift stones were one of many ideas included in the desert overworld as they did not fit with the
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forest or volcano environments. They also created a time limit for added strategy, as knowledge of the areas
where the Spirit Realms were located was key to completing them. This was also why they were set up in
areas players would already be familiar with. She used art and environmental assets so that her compositions
would fit in with their environments. It was the first time Nintendo EAD had used a live orchestra. Any
previous orchestral elements in Twilight Princess, which amounted only to one track, were handled by their
Tokyo division. Aonuma initially did not think of using an orchestra, and was still sure the score would remain
synthesized even after Wakai asked him about it. An orchestra was finally chosen after Miyamoto insisted
upon it, a decision which surprised the entire team. Conversely, the team were given less freedom to adjust
tracks as they had been able to with synthesized tracks. Something new they did for Skyward Sword was
producing unique themes for specific characters such as Link and Zelda. They also added people singing
songs, another element new to the series. In contrast to previous games, the instrument could be played at any
time rather than at specific times and places.
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Questions for release dates in other territories). It is the first chronological.

Fridge Brilliance Scrapper sees Link as a child not just because Link is a teenager, but because Scrapper
himself is older than most civilizations! Fi, on the other hand, is not only a fellow artificial being with literally
divine craftsmanship, but also similarly older than mortal memory â€” clearly more worthy of his respect. In
other words, precision cutting. Zelda explains that Link had to meet so many challenges in order to power up
his sword in order to prove he is worthy of the Triforce. Zelda mentions that it was to show that Link
possessed all three virtues of power, wisdom, and courage, while the Silent Realms were also designed to test
each virtue. Link is repeatedly stated to possess an "unbreakable spirit". He also mentions in his second fight
how his black limbs are stronger than steel. Goes well with the "Fi lost her arms to demons" WMG. When you
land a hit on Ghirahim in any of his fights, you get a metal-hitting-metal sound effect. Whenever Ghirahim
snaps his fingers to use his magic , the same clinky metal sound effect is heard. His appearance resembles a
fencing outfit minus the mask , and he wields a rapier in his second phase. What could be more appropriate for
a sword-to-sword duel? However, remember all those little Arachas that plague the dungeon? Yeah, they must
have a mommy. Not only a mommy, but a daddy, too, which explains the other Moldarach you find in the
shipyard. In the alternate world of Termina , the Gerudo are pirates! In the later games, they say that only
those with a pure heart can use the Master Sword. This makes it Fridge Brilliance for all the Zelda games. One
of the main questions plaguing the Zelda series concerns the dungeons and temples. Why are they there? Why
are they so convoluted and hard? Some actually serve or used to serve a practical purpose, but others are just
This game explains several dungeons and various other trials by saying the Goddess left them for the Chosen
Hero. Little more than a Hand Wave She set up those trials specifically to be difficult and convoluted â€” to
force Link to become courageous, powerful, and wise enough to use the full power of the Triforce. She even
shed her immortal form and allowed herself to be born as a human in his time, to befriend him and give him
the motivation to undertake the trials. The entire Zelda series is arguably a massive, ongoing plan by the
Goddess Hylia to ensure that there is always a Hero strong enough to use the Triforce against evil. In other
words, the temples are a collective architectural Stealth Mentor , designed to train Link to be strong enough to
beat the Big Bad of whatever game they appear in. Hylia purposely made the Goddess Sword not able to
activate the gate so Link would have to get the sacred flames, and thus become stronger. In other games, it
seems odd that any weapon could harm someone wielding the Triforce of Power. Its name really does fit.
More than that, once you go back to the past and see Zelda before she goes into her long slumber, she uses the
power of the goddess Hylia to further empower the Master Sword. Thus, the True Master Sword has all three
values, plus the blessing of a fourth goddess. This game was known to detail the origins of the Master Sword
long before the game was released. But why was it named the Master Sword? This version of Link was the
one who unlocked the hidden potential within the Goddess Sword, thus creating the Master Sword in the first
place. Fi is the living spirit of the Goddess Sword. What does she call Link, the one who wields the sword?
She calls Link her "master". The name "Master Sword" is a reference to the original owner of the blade. The
very first "Master" of the sword is Link himself, thus making the "Master Sword" his sword! As shown by the
ending, Fi treasured her time with Link despite it just being her purpose. It is brilliant and also heartwarming
to see that the spirit within the sword named it after her very first companion. It is also a play on words.
Assuming Fi is the one to introduce the next protectors to the sword, what would she call it? The game has a
few puzzles that revolve around electricity, of all things. It looks like Schizo Tech , but what if it were the
other way around, as Lost Technology? Proven in the next major installment Breath Of the Wild, which
features Shiekah magiktek, from mechas to a tablet. The art style is more "real" than in The Wind Waker , and
more "colorful" or "cartoony" than in Twilight Princess. Word of God confirms its location at the beginning of
the story, before the timeline split. Also, Ocarina of Time sat at a similar balance, though less so due to the
primitive N64 graphics. Just as, at any crossroads out here in the boring world , different choices could lead to
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different circumstances. And hey, maybe the Goddesses made the timeline where Ganon destroyed everything
Lighter and Softer in order to ease the probable pains of the survivors? Which is exactly what Link is tasked
with doing late in the game. The reason Link starts with six hearts instead of three like in all the other games?
Many parts in the game appear to be useless like a part in the Sealed Grounds that has a fence over it that
serves no purpose. It is later revealed, however, that these parts are meant to be used when you upgrade your
equipment or for the story to progress. Like in the Sealed Grounds, that annoying fence was removed by
Groose to build his rails for the Groosenator. Beedle complaining that Link is heavy. Adding all that up can
make someone weigh a lot too. They include Gorons and Mogmas, who are experts at travelling over
mountains and digging tunnels, respectively. A pretty silly one: Fi is your sword. The game uses Wii
MotionPlus to have 1: But this makes perfect sense when you consider that she is, essentially, a
goddess-supplied helper-bot created for the sole purpose of aiding the hero and has had to the best of our
knowledge next to no human contact prior to Link. To this troper, that makes her heartfelt farewell even more
of a Crowning Moment of Heartwarming. A minor thing that came to mind, about the shields. The answer to
this is simple; all the other shields break. It is only logical that, after so long, the other shields wore down over
time, leaving only the Hylian Shield as a reminder of that ancient era. In The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of
Time , the Hylian Shield looks different than this one, adding an upside down triangular yellow piece at the
bottom. In this game, all the shields have some kind of avian imagery: With Skyward Sword as the earliest
point in the Zelda timeline, it can be extrapolated that all the Hylian Shields have red birds because the
original bearer had a red Loftwing. Why does the lava in that one section of the Fire Sanctuary instantly kill
you? Indeed, all of the Gate of Time-exclusive pieces of time travel seem to point at a Stable Time Loop , so
the future would be predetermined. How was it that Ghirahim was so easily able to tail Zelda and intercept her
at both Gates of Time? In other words, Groose brought you down. Say it out loud. If you want to conserve
ammo not like one would usually use the Slingshot anyway, but regardless , one would use All the structures
and enemies in the past version of Lanayru Desert have this red-and-blue abstract pattern on certain segments.
A similar red-and-blue motif can be found in Gerudo-related designs, though the Past-Lanayru patterns are
typically gaudier than the more faded, deserty Gerudo patterns. This signifies how the Gerudo probably came
across relics of the past such as the robots or buildings and decided to incorporate elements of those designs
into their own. That symbol on the base of the Goddess Statue the one that turns into the entry to the inside of
the statue and the Goddess Crests look like Fi. Zelda also prays at the Earth and Sky temples. Faron Province
is associated with Farore, the Goddess of Courage. The introduction of Loftwings: Now we know where it
comes from. Even better when one notices that the crest of Hyrule on the Hylian shield has the bird in
question colored Crimson , making it match the Loftwing that was bonded to Link. The native residents of
each province lack these virtues: Kikwi lack courage, Mogma lack power, and the Ancient Robots lack
wisdom. The citizens of Skyloft have relatively small ears compared to the future residents of Hyrule in games
such as Ocarina of Time when Hylians are the most prominent race , and also lack any special magical
abilities. Their origins are not touched upon, other than that their descendants inhabited the surface AKA
Hyrule. The Hylians, however, are said to be descended from the gods, have magic-infused blood, and can
hear messages from the gods. Who also obviously has magic in her blood and could hear the surface arguably
the gods calling her? Zelda, the mortal incarnation of Hylia. The way all other Skyloftians were designed
compared to Zelda is pretty genius, if one thinks about it. Zelda is the mortal incarnation of Hylia. Compare
"Skyloftians" as the previous race. When you first meet Gorko, he gives a fanciful description of Skyloft, such
as it having buildings made of gold.
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The Only Good King Via: It figures the boat would be the best king. His entire plan hinges on using the
Triforce to permanently destroy Hyrule as hubris is what ultimately caused it to flood. Time and time again,
Hyrule puts men in charge. Until Spirit Tracks that is. At least in a formal sense. Spirit Tracks does not seem
to have a set king. Rather, Anjean, a member of the Lokomo, seems to be the closest thing to a ruler New
Hyrule has despite not being a part of the Royal Family. Even then, Zelda seems to be the one calling the shots
in the game with no King looming in the background. Deviant Art MadeleineInk advertising Even though
Spirit Tracks gives us our first glimpse at a matriarchal Hyrule, Twilight Princess was the first game in the
series to show us a Hyrule with a woman explicitly in charge. Bring back Queen Zelda, Nintendo! Basically,
Twilight Princess is the only game in the series to give us a Queen Zelda. She acts like a Queen, is far more
composed than her counterparts, and has a strictly professional relationship with Link. By the end of Twilight
Princess, Hyrule Castle has been completely wrecked and Zelda seems to be the last member of the Royal
Family left alive. Specifically, Link breaks into their grave to learn the Song of Sun. Alone, that information is
just flavor text, but it does imply they were in charge of composing all their songs. While the song itself
appears in Skyward Sword, a game that predates OoT chronologically, it only appears in a non-diegetic
setting. The actual song was more than likely composed by the Brothers. Other games change the Triforce as a
vessel for granting wishes, but Zelda 1 seems to have a Kingly prophecy tied to it. It becomes quite the
interesting game in that context. No longer is Link just a hero setting forth into a world, but a King actively
trying to keep his Kingdom intact. The Ocarina controls time whereas the Goddess Harp opens the way to a
different realm entirely. The Knights of Hyrule have almost always been a fixture of the Zelda franchise. They
were introduced in A Link to the Past as enemies for Link given his fugitive status before being turned into
rather useless infantrymen in Ocarina of Time. As a result, the Royal Family seen in Spirit Tracks is less a
continuation of the original and more a replacement. The Wind Waker is all about accepting the fact that the
Royal Family is indeed gone. DeviantArt logancure advertising Honestly, the Royal Family may as well be
considered extinct given the events of Breath of the Wild. Downfall for who, really? Not only that, A Link
Between Worlds ensures the Royal Family stays in power for quite a long time and Breath of the Wild
features thousands of years of backstory featuring an active Royal Family. If nothing else, the Downfall
Timeline features the most active Royal Family. The New Royal Family via hiddentriforce. Monarchies come
and go, and Ganondorf occasionally finds himself in charge of Hyrule. In Ocarina of Time, he basically has an
entire posse. Their worst moment, besides that whole flooding incident in The Wind Waker, comes in the form
of the Era of Decline. No reign can last forever. Honestly, as evidenced by how much they need to rely on
Link in the first two games, the Royal Family is basically non-existent in the Era of Decline. No wonder Link
becomes King at the end of the first game. On top of that, Link is now supposedly King after obtaining the
Triforce in his previous adventure.
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Chapter 5 : The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword FAQs, Walkthroughs, and Guides for Wii - GameFAQs
The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword is an action-adventure game for the Wii home console, developed and published
by Nintendo. The sixteenth mainline entry in The Legend of Zelda series, it was released worldwide in November The
game was made available worldwide on the Wii U eShop in September

Hyrule[ edit ] Not to be confused with Camp Hyrule. According to Hylian legend depicted in Ocarina of Time
, Din created the physical geography of the realm, Nayru created the physical laws to govern the land, and
Farore created the races to uphold the law and the flora and fauna that inhabit the world. Once the goddesses
had completed their tasks, they departed for the heavens, and left behind three golden triangles. In these, they
put their power to govern all things; this relic became known as the Triforce. In Japan, an explanation on the
Hylian alphabet was written on the back of the instruction manual with a phonographic writing system, or
syllabary , like the Japanese language. The first two are used for transcribing Japanese, while the last is used to
transcribe English. They resemble hexagonal crystals or gems and come in various colors that determine their
value. Rupees are also absent in The Adventure of Link, which has no apparent in-game currency system. In
the original, they were called "Rupies," the singular being "Rupy"; this was later changed. Subsequent games
introduced more colors and sizes for Rupees, each denoting a specific value. Generally, green Rupees have the
least value, while huge gold or silver Rupees have the most. A race of rock eating giants known as Gorons
inhabit the mountain. It was the location of the final dungeon in the original game. It is usually associated with
Death Mountain but in Breath of the Wild , it is located in the Gerudo Highlands instead. Only a few
mountaintops are still visible above the water, and these form the 65 islands and archipelagos of the Great Sea.
Due to the relatively small size of the many islands, the large expanses of ocean between each island require
charts to navigate. On the islands of the Great Sea, local commerce is quite advanced. Most food is gathered
from fishing and small farms, though there are also active merchant, salvage, and shipbuilding businesses.
Tetra reestablished Hyrule on a new continent, which is where Spirit Tracks takes place; this is sometimes
referred to as "New Hyrule" although such terminology is never used in-game to distinguish it from the
original Hyrule destroyed at the end of The Wind Waker [5]. It is often a central area that Link must enter
during his quest. Kakariko is often portrayed as a small, prosperous town, but in Twilight Princess, Shadow
Beasts have kidnapped most of the villagers, making the town resemble a ghost town. Its maze-like structure
leads travels in circles unless they take the correct path through the forest. Those who become lost in the forest
are said to eventually turn into monsters. In several games, the Master Sword can be found in a shrine here.
The Master Sword is used to gain access to some areas, like the temple itself. The Goddess Hylia used the last
of her power to raise what was left of the surviving Hylians along with a plot of land that was still free during
the Great War with Demise. Below the clouds lies "the Surface". Found on the Surface are several locations
visited in games that take place after the events of Skyward Sword: First introduced in A Link To The Past , it
has the power to "repel evil", which enables it to overcome powerful dark magic and evil beings and keep
them from using the sword. In The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword , the blade originally began as the
Goddess Sword, which has a sentient female avatar named Fi integrated into it. Similar to Arthurian legend ,
the Master Sword is often first obtained by pulling it from a stone pedestal. The sword is often not at full
power, leading it to need to be "recharged" in some way, or have its power increased beyond its standard level
to fight Ganon. There are some situations when the blade, already at full power, can be further improved; in A
Link to the Past , it was tempered to the Tempered Sword. It can later be upgraded to the Golden Sword. The
Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker establishes that the sword needs the power of two sages praying to the
gods to keep its powers, or else it will no longer be able to prevent an evil person from gaining the Triforce.
The sword is located in the Korok Forest, which Link can only access by going through the Lost Woods, and
the game is notable as the first time in the series to explain why it came to be located there. Zelda moved it
there to be guarded by the Great Deku Tree and to protect knowledge of its location from Calamity Ganon,
while Link sleeps within the Shrine of Resurrection for years. In addition to its unbreakability, Link can also
fire Sword Beams. After obtaining the sword he can show it to these people. There is also a side-quest where
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Link must show it to a Hylian woman to prove he is the legendary Hero. The Master Sword is a double-edged
one-handed sword. The blade cross-section is hexagonal with no fuller. On the flats of the blade near the hilt is
a Triforce symbol, etched into the steel or emblazoned in gold. It has a blue or purple curved crossguard in the
shape of a pair of wings with a small yellow jewel where it meets the hilt. The hilt is often padded red with a
non-ornate blue pommel. Nintendo Power listed the Master Sword as one of the best weapons in gaming:
These embody the essences of their respective goddesses , and bestow certain boons on their bearers. In most
of its appearances, the Triforce or its pieces manifest as a marking on the hands of their bearers. These
markings resonate when near each other, and the Triforce pieces can emerge from their bearers. When united,
the Triforce allows one who touches it to make a wish that usually lasts until he dies or the wish is fulfilled. If
the one who finds it does not possess a balance of the three virtues it represents, however, the pieces split into
its three components and the finder is left with the one that represents the characteristic he values most; the
other two pieces do likewise with two other characters "chosen by destiny". Ganon makes it his goal to obtain
the Triforce in various games, often having a single piece himself the Triforce of Power that he uses to further
his goals. The Triforce of Power, which is positioned as the topmost of the three, holds the presence of Din,
the goddess of Power, and radiates the physical and magical power of its bearer. It is associated with Ganon ,
who is power-hungry. The Triforce of Wisdom, positioned on the lower left, embodies the essence of Nayru,
the goddess of Wisdom, and amplifies the wisdom and mystical powers of its bearer. It is associated with
Princess Zelda , whose great wisdom brings peace and prosperity to Hyrule. The Triforce of Courage,
positioned on the lower right, embodies the essence of Farore, the goddess of Courage, and seems to amplify
the courage and adventuring skills of its bearer. It is associated with Link , the main protagonist of the series,
who bravely defends Hyrule from Ganon and other malevolent forces. The land has very similar geography to
that of Hyrule and many of the characters are identical to the characters in Ocarina of Time. Notably, the Lost
Woods appears in both games. The differences are the names of the locations and in Termina, there are four
distinct regions, one in every compass direction, and the main town, Clock Town, in the center. Like Hyrule,
Lorule originally had its own Triforce which appears as an upside down Triforce and was the source of
various conflicts. However unlike Hyrule, the Royal Family of Lorule decided to destroy the Triforce in an
attempt to put an end to conflict, only to bring calamity to their world as a result. Ultimately Link and Zelda
decide to forgive Hilda for her misguided actions and use the Triforce to restore the Lorulean Triforce, which
in turn restores the land of Lorule. Several other lands also exist beyond the kingdom. Triforce Heroes is set in
Hytopia, a kingdom connected to Hyrule. There are different variations of them with purple, red, blue, and
yellow shirts and facial hair or small or big antlers. In Spirit Tracks, the Anouki are the only race in the snow
realm. Bokoblin[ edit ] Bokoblins are a race of human-sized Goblin -like creatures, that first appeared in The
Wind Waker. Bokoblins come in a variety of colors such as red, blue, and green. They often appear as
standard enemies and wield Boko Sticks, machetes, and clubs. Though their appearance varies from game to
game, the one thing that remains consistent is they wear loincloths with a single skull. In Twilight Princess,
they are less common and their role as standard enemies is largely taken over by the more prevalent Bulblins.
The game also introduces different varieties of Bokoblin such as Technoblins, which lived in Lanayru Desert
in the distant past and wield ancient technology and Cursed Bokoblins, undead Bokoblins that can curse Link.
The game introduces the bow wielding Bokoblin Archers and Bokoblin Leaders that can summon other
Bokoblins using the Monster Horns they carry. Blue Bokoblins appear in later stages of the game and
effectively replace red Bokoblins. In Breath of the Wild, Bokoblin are revealed to have an omnivorous diet
that consists of fruits, vegetables, fish, and meat. They also can occasionally be seen eating food and hunting
wild animals for their meat, which they will consume after a successful kill. Bokoblins can wield a variety of
weapons, bows, and shields though tend to favor their own crafted clubs, bats, spears, and bows, the strongest
of which are made from Dragonbone. Like in The Wind Waker, Link can keep their weapons. The game also
introduces another undead variant of Bokoblin called Stalkoblin, which raise from the ground at night and will
continuously regenerate unless all Stalkoblin skulls in the area are destroyed, because a single skull can
reanimate its headless comrades. Link can pick up and wield Bokoblin Arms left behind by defeated
Stalkoblins. The game also introduces stronger Black Bokoblins and Silver Bokoblins. Link can also buy a
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Bokoblin Mask from Kilton at Fang and Bone, which allows him to disguise himself as a Bokoblin and blend
in with them. They first appeared in The Legend of Zelda: Cobble[ edit ] The Cobble are a race that appear in
Phantom Hourglass. The Cobble once inhabited a prosperous land called the Cobble Kingdom. By the time the
game takes place, the only Cobble that remain are the ghosts of the soldiers and King Mutoh, who dress in
ancient Egyptian-like clothes and live in pyramid-like temples. The Isle of Ruins in the Northeastern Sea is all
that remains of the once-mighty kingdom, and Link must visit there to retrieve the Aquanine, a pure metal
entrusted to the Cobble by the Ocean King. Astrid, the fortune-teller living on the Isle of Ember, tells Link that
she and her deceased assistant, Kayo, are part of the Cobble race. Ocarina of Time that appear mostly in the
overworld and dungeons. Deku are small creatures with leaves sprouting out from their heads. They often
have red glowing eyes and tube-like mouths that can shoot Deku Nuts. Their bodies consist of wood and
leaves and perish quickly if set on fire. They can fly by using large leaves to glide, and some can use the
leaves on their head to fly indefinitely after taking off from a "Deku Flower. Deku Scrubs are the most
common type, which have green leaves and often give information when caught. Mad Scrubs are violent, have
red and yellow leaves, and do not talk.
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Chapter 6 : The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword for Wii - Nintendo Game Details
The Legend of Zelda Skyward Sword - Prima Guide - Free ebook download as PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or read
book online for free. game guide.

Having finished Breath of the Wild a few months ago, I thought it would be neat to play through the series in
timeline order, starting from Skyward Sword and ending once again with Breath of the Wild. To not get burnt
out on playing the same series so much, I decided to throw in an unrelated game between each Zelda, to keep
it fresh. I also had the mad idea of writing out my thoughts on each game I played, and giving my own little
personal, amateur reviews of each. With that out of the way, I suppose I should start the review. The Legend
of Zelda: Story Skyward Sword begins as most Zeldas do; an old legend of an evil that was defeated long ago,
followed by a sequence in which Link is awakened from slumber. In this game, Link is an aspiring knight
living on an island floating high above the clouds, named Skyloft. It is made abundantly clear in this game that
Link and Zelda are bffs from childhood, and they even go on a small "date", if you could call it that, flying
over their endless sea of clouds. It is on this excursion that an evil force appears and throws Zelda from the
sky. Link, being the chosen hero and all, is tasked with finding her. But this Zelda is different in that it is an
origin story. The story of the game is very compelling. You want to find Zelda. You want to save the world.
Saving one girl, saving a world, meh, easy peasy. He has a very organic character arc where he slowly
transforms from an envious bully to a hero in his own right. Zelda is the most endearing and beautiful princess
in the series up to this point looking at you, Breath of the Wild and she makes you really want to save her,
instead of it being more of a mandatory task set upon you by the game. Out of all of the tracks, only one or
two really stuck out to me and stayed with me. The game decided to hop on the Wii bandwagon and go fully
motion-controlled. They were almost selectively responsive. When I would swing the sword, it was like the
game would pick and choose whether to listen to me or just do what it felt like. Sometimes it would be perfect.
The question, however; are they any good? The answer is a resounding yes. All of them had a unique feel to
them and the art direction lends itself fully to realizing them. The dungeons in Skyward Sword are among my
favorite in the series. It added mechanics that paved the way for future Zeldas with its item upgrading,
collectibles, and stamina meter. Mechanics that Breath of the Wild took and knocked out of the park.
Definitely not a top 5 Zelda game. It had great art, dungeon design, and story, but it felt hampered by what felt
like a stretched out playtime. Love it or hate it, Skyward Sword is a good game. Not great, not awful.
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Zelda Skyward Sword Manual. Discussion in 'Wii - Console and Game Discussions' started by gbadl, Nov 20,

The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword is essentially the last Wii game. You know the story by now: Nintendo
have been retelling The Legend of Zelda now for a commendable 25 years -- evolving each addition to this
flagship franchise alongside their hardware, some iterations pushing more boundaries than others. On the first
two points, they have mostly succeeded here, but Skyward Sword unfortunately falls short on the latter,
missing the bars raised by its competitors in several aspects. As the subtitle suggests, this time around the
underlying themes are the sky and the sword and these roles are played out by the setting, and the
motion-control mechanics, respectively. The journey of the Link and Zelda of this epoc, commences in a
quaint little town in the clouds called Skyloft. The people in this tiny, isolated village appear to spend their
days either trading goods or training to be knights, yet the biggest threat in this floating utopia are weather
patterns and a schoolyard bully. As new paths predictably open up beneath the clouds, the skies become the
overworld linking them all together and you travel from place to place riding the aforementioned giant bird.
The concept is sound, but the execution not so much, as the limited airspace around Skyloft is only sparsely
populated by scattered and uninteresting islands that mostly just serve as places to inconveniently store
treasures that are gradually unlocked through the course of the game. Unlike the loose, directional-waggle
implementation of the Wii Remote and Nunchuk in Twilight Princess, Skyward Sword offers much finer
control over your blade, making the Motion-Plus attachment now built into newer Wii Remotes a mandatory
requirement. This enables the player to slice in eight distinct Y and X-axis directions, with a forward Z-axis
thrust thrown in for good measure. Enemies and bosses throughout the game are forged to interact nicely with
this and will move their armoured points and weak spots around, challenging you to approach from the correct
direction. A good example is the Skyward Strike, which is a special move Link performs by pointing his
sword at the heavens to charge up a more powerful attack. So as fun as the motion sword play is at first
glance, it does come at a cost: I would even take a " Well! If you hold A, it speeds up the text-roll from third
grade, to maybe fifth grade reading speed. To top it off, there are some laughable moments where you actually
get to choose between several dialogue response options -- none of which seem to have any effect on the
outcome of the conversation. This is simply just one area that other games at the Triple-A level have moved
past long ago. The last major criticism of Skyward Sword is of course the graphical tech, and to put it kindly,
this is not a game that should be winning any awards for its visuals. Like previous games, this could be a
down-side for some, as the repetitive catchy melodies can really get jammed on a loop inside your head. But I
personally find them to be one of the consistent strengths of the series. Then I completed the first dungeon and
the more items I accumulated, the more rewarding the puzzle solving started to become. After giving the game
a few good hours, the graphical inadequacies melted away I began to notice and appreciate the areas of that
game where the real development time had been spent. The story, characters and visual fidelity may be tired,
hollow and lacking, but the best efforts of the level and game designers are genuinely commendable. I clocked
in at around 36 hours through to the end boss and that was a long way off completing all the auxiliary
challenges the game has to offer. Losing most of this would not have affected the story and would have almost
definitely improved the pacing. Enough arm-chair game developing though, because the fact remains that
despite all these detractors, I still continuously found myself wanting to keep pressing on to just one more save
point, so they simply must have done some things right. Tech hits the wall as Wii shows its age Poor camera
control detracts more than motion controls add. Pacing hurt by repetitive filler and fetch quests More.
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Welcome to the Legend of Zelda Skyward Sword Walkthrough. The walkthrough below is a complete % Skyward Sword
walkthrough that will cover a full run through of the entire game, including strategies for all bosses and enemies, the
collection of all heart pieces, treasures, upgrades, and guides tha.

In the distant past, when the world was still in chaosâ€¦ A long, long time ago the World was in an age of
Chaos. In a small kingdom in the Hyrule region, golden triangles with mystical powers â€” known as
Triforces â€” were passed down from generation to generation. One day, an evil army attacked this peaceful
little kingdom and stole the Triforce of Power. This army was led by Ganon, the powerful Prince of Darkness
who sought to plunge the World into fear and darkness under his rule. Fearing his wicked rule, Zelda, the
princess of the kingdom, split up the Triforce of Wisdom into eight fragments and hid them throughout the
realm to save the last remaining Triforce from the clutches of the evil Ganon. At the same time, she ordered
Impa, her most trustworthy nursemaid, to search for someone brave enough to defeat Ganon and helped her
secretly escape. At the same time, she commanded her most trustworthy nursemaid, Impa, to secretly escape
into the land and go find a man with enough courage to destroy the evil Ganon. Upon learning of this, Ganon
grew furious, imprisoned the princess, and sent pursuers after Impa. Upon hearing this, Ganon grew angry,
imprisoned the princess, and sent out a party in search of Impa. Braving forests and mountains, Impa fled for
her life from her pursuers. She was in a desperate situation! What could she do? Just then, a lone boy
appeared, skillfully confused the minions, and rescued Impa. All was not lost. A young lad appeared. His
name was Link. He came across this situation during a journey. Impa told him the entire story. Impa told Link
the whole story of the princess Zelda and the evil Ganon. Burning with a sense of justice, Link resolved to
save Zelda, but Ganon was a powerful opponent. He held the Triforce of Power. And so, in order to fight off
Ganon, Link had to bring the scattered eight fragments of the Triforce of Wisdom together to rebuild the
mystical triangle. Will Link be able to defeat Ganon and save the princess? Can Link really destroy Ganon and
save princess Zelda? It all rests on YOUR skill. Only your skill can answer that question. Use the Triforce
wisely. Nothing was really lost, and no weird stuff popped up out of nowhere. There are a couple minor points
to note though: The English text says this takes place in the land of Hyrule, but the Japanese text says this is
the Hyrule region. The English text says that a legend of the Triforces was handed down in this small
kingdom. The English text adds in a line at the end. It has the hallmarks of an experienced translator â€” for
instance, a common thing among amateurs is to make one Japanese sentence into one English sentence, no
matter what. But here, we see that complicated lines have been simplified by breaking them into multiple,
shorter sentences with a more natural flow. In any case, good job, whoever worked on this! It makes me
wonder if different parts of the manual were translated by different people, or if some parts were rushed.
Japanese Version American Version You can gain the upper hand in battle by switching between weapons
boomerangs, etc. Carry weapons such as boomerangs etc. This way Link can fight more effectively. The skill
to switch over quickly to the treasure select screen remember the sub screen? Think of it as like a photo in
Photoshop. But if you keep sharpening it or if you over-sharpen it in one go, it actually just makes it look like
crap. Screen Replacements Although the text is for the most part the same in both manuals, sometimes the
English manual uses completely different screenshots. One of the screenshots even has a really strange black
box around the map area, I wonder what that was about. A couple things to note with the description for the
shield stuff. The main thing though is with the Magical Shield: American Version Magical Shield Bigger than
the original shield. Magic Shield This is bigger than the other shield. So they literally are containers. Super
Key The Lion Key item in the game is basically an infinite key item â€” once you get it you never have to
worry about keys again. It turns out that the Japanese manual has the answer! The Magical Key is especially
useful; it can be used over and over. Key and magic key Link needs these to open the locked doors in the
labyrinths. The magical key is very useful. Link can use it over and over again. Blue candles can only create
fire once per screen, while red candles can produce unlimited fire. Blue and red candles Some of the rooms
inside the labyrinths are really dark. So use these to brighten them up. Blue candles are good for one screen
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only, but the red ones can light up rooms for several screens.
Chapter 9 : The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword Review : zelda
The Lanayru Mining Facility (ãƒ©ãƒ•ãƒ¼ãƒ«éŒ¬çŸ³å ´, RanÄ“ru Ren Seki JÅ•?, Lanayru Stone Refinery) is the third
dungeon in The Legend of Zelda: Skyward www.nxgvision.comd in Lanayru Desert, it was once a grand factory used for
excavating and refining Timeshift Stones, objects that allow people to manipulate time.
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